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[ 1] Itt 1985 Sarg Oils Ltd. (Sarg) purchased 16 oil wells which were nearing the end of their
productive lives. Atlcr att•apting to prolong production in six of the wells, Sarg, in 1988 sold
its interests in all wells to Sundial Oil. and Gas Ltd. (Sundial). These wells had previously been
operated by at least ten separate resource companies. Before completing the sale Mr. Mankow,
Sarg's owner, checked with the Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB) to eusur¢ that
Sundial was capable of taking a transfer of the well licenses. The ERC'B confirmed Sundial's
capacity. In order to complete the sale Sundial. needed to register the transfer and assignments
for the suxface leases, well licens• an.d pipeline leases relating to the wells. All but the well
licenses were successfally registered,
[2] Unknown to Sarg, Sundial
SundiaL, Petencow Resources Ltd.

intended to sell its interests to 3D Enterprises (3D) attcr
and 3D shared in the proceeds of the sale of all of the
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A!so unknown

to Sarg wa• the ra•t that pu•uant to
•f• of well •c•ses •m S•dial to 3D
the ERCB •r approval. •e ER• w• hol•g up •e •f• from Sarg to S•M beca=e it
could not •sf• the fiches •om S•di• to 3D b•ause 3D •d •ot me• •o ••ts of
• e Oil and Gas Co•e•ation Act.
o

•dial •d 3D,

e•

[3]

sites.

By

t•e

spring

of 1989 all equipment on the well sites had b•'n removed by Sundial but
abandoned. Beeanse 3D did not meet the ERCB requir•.,ments, it
were not
Sundial
instructed the ERCB to not register the transfers relating its purchase from
appears
Sarg. The result was that Sarg remained the licensee of record in relation toto the now inoperable
wells, evan though it had purported to divest itself of all ownership and had transferred, to
Sundial, all interest in the wells and sites including the petroleum and natural gas fights, pipeline
licenses, leases, surface rights and all equipment on site.
the

formally

the wells

[4]

The regulation ofoil wells is a complex matter which, now falls under the jttrisdietion of
Energy and Utilities Board (EUB), the successor to the ERCB.
When oil wells
inoperative they must be "abandoned". This process involves decommissioning the become
well, sealing
it offand dealing with subsurface and surface structures. The process can be expensive.
the

[5]

In October of

1991, since Sarg

was

still the licensee of

abandon the wells before May 31, 1992. When Sarg failed

record,

the ERCB ordered

Sarg

to

to
so the ERCB, as it was entitled,
for repayment of the costs in the amount of $226,000.00.

had the work done and looked to Sarg
Subsequently a Statement of Claim for that amount

was

do

issued in October of 1994.

[6]

In addition to the requirements related to the abandottrnent of well sites there
enviromental standards which must also be met. Alberta Enxdronment concluded thatare the well
sites had been inadequately cleaned up and on Sqptember 9, 1994, 16 Enviromental Protection
Orders were issued requiring Sarg and. Mr. Mankow to undertake the necessary site cleanup.

[7]

On

September 19, 1994, Sarg and.

Mr. Mankow app•l.ed these Orders by filing Notices
Board (EAB). The grounds of objection were that
Mr. Mankow was never an "operator" within the meaning of the Act; that neither Mr. Mankow
nor Sarg carded out any activities on the sites as designated in the Act; that any activities
on the
sites were carried out by predecessors or successors of Sarg; that Sarg remained the registereA
licensee only b•eause of errors and omissions of the ERCB in r•lation to transfersas of the licenses
from Sarg to Sundial; and because Sarg disposed of all of its interests in the sites in 1988, it had
no legal standing to undertake any activities on. the sites.
of

Objection

with. the Environmental

Appeal

[8] After making inquiries of the ERCB relating to the position advanced by Sarg and Mr.
Maakow, the Environment Appeal Board, without oral hearings, on May 11, 1995, upheld the
Environmental. Protection Orders and dismissed the Notices of Objection.

[9] On July 13, 1995, Sarg and Mr. Mankow sought judicial review of the Environmental
Appeal Board's deeisiot•.. On March 29, 1996, Mr. Justice Lomas of the Court of Queen's Bench

Pa•e:
concluded that there had been

hearing or to
the parties.
[I0•

advise that

no

a

oral

denial of natural

hearing

Justice Lomas directed •e

•

jus•ce

would be

because of the failure to hold

an

oral

held, thus allowing further representation by

following:

The Board decision is therefore quashed and the Noticea of Objection arc referred
back to the Board for further consideration in accordance with this judgment. As
the Board will now further consider the othex matters raised by the Applicants and
make i• recommendations in respect thereof, I make no fi•dings with respect to

[I 1] The hearing directed by Justice Lomas took place on November 5 and 6, 1996. On
December 5, 1996, the Board sent its roper and recommendations to the Minister,
recommending that the Environmental Protection Orders be upheld. On December 16, 1996, the
Minister of the Environment dismissed the Appeals, accepting the Board's recommendations.

[12] Sarg and Mr. Mankow had requested that the EAB obtain records from the ERCB in
relation to the operating history of the wells and in relation to Sundial's dealings in relation to the
transfer of in'cerests. None of this irfforrnation was sought or obtained by the EAB.
[13]

Sarg

and Mr. Mankow applied forjudidal review of this second EAB ruling on May 12,
1997. Howwvr this review was adjourned pending resolution of the outstanding litigation.
relating to the costs of the abandonment activities undertaken by the ERCB on Sarg's behalf, that
is the action for $226,000.00. In that action Sarg and Mr. Mankow contended that their
obligation to pay was related, to the fairness of the ERCB's determination that Sarg remained on
record as the licensed operator. During the course of this action, in relation to the abandonment
costs, and after the EAB had released its second decision, certain ERCB documents came to light
which Sarg and Mr. Mankow contended supported their position that others should properly be
classified as the operators of these wells and more specifically that Sundial was such an operator.

[14]

The trial of the abandonment costs action began on March 16, 1998 before Mr. 3ustice
September 23, 1998 dismissed •.e ERCB's claim and found that the process by
which Sarg was left as liceusee of record, in relation to these wells, was unfair. The subsequent
Appesl by the ERCB to the Court of Appeal was allowed. The Court of Appeal found that the
manner in which Sarg chose to deal with the issue undermined the integrity of the administrative
system which was the foundation for the ERCB's jurisdiction. The Court concluded that this
amounted to a collateral attack. The Court of Appeal held that Sarg had not made its fairness
argument to the Board and therefore the Board did not have a chance to address those issues. In
essence the procedure followed by Sarg meant that the Courts were also deprived of the benefit
Lutz who on

of the Board's views. Fro'thor, the direction taken by Sarg effectively allowed the Courts to
usurp the Board's responsibilities. The Court of Appeal stated that the proper procedure for
to follow was an Appeal to the Board followed by an applicati.on for judicial review.

Sarg
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[15]

An

March

20, 2003.

application for leave

to

appeal

to the

Supreme

Court of Canada

was

dismissed

on

[16]

The issue in relation to the costs of the well abandonments has been concluded
therefore the matter presently before this Court is the judicial r•view of the second EAB ruling
which was issued on Decemb•" 5, 1996, and accepted by the Minister of Environment
on
Dec•rabor 16, 1996, in r•lation to the 16 Environmental Protection Orders which
wore issued on
September 9, 1994.

f l 7] On the Appeal before the Environmental Appeal Board Sarg and Mr.
took the
position that there was minimal activity on only some of the well sites and all Mankow
interests in all well
sites had b• sold shortly after their acquisition. Counsel for the Appellants argu•l that while
the Appellants may t•ehnically fail within the definition of operator, for
some of the wells, they
did not fall within that definition for all of the wells. They contended that Sundial did fall within
the definition of operator and that, by any definition, Sundial was more truly th¢ operator of these
well sites. They argued that it was an improper exercise of discretion, in these circumstances,
to
target Sarg and Mr. Mankow with all of the reclamation costs associated with these well sites.
CounseI for the Appellant pointed to the fact that a number of flare pits and salt water pits,
associated with the battery sites, were never used by Sarg but they had been extensively used by

predecessor operators.

[18]

Mr. Mankow testified that he acquired the wells in 1986 from Bankeno Resources Ltd.
The wells w•re originally drilled in the early I950's. According to Mr. Mankow hc
mf•bishod, six of the wells and two of the battery sites and obtained
production from
those sites. He did not use the salt water pits nor the flar• pits. The other sltes
were not
producing and r•airod only ground maintenance, that is, the cutting ofw•ds and
grass. In
essence Mr. Mankow spent $I11,000.00 to gain $12,000,00 in revenue. He valued the w¢II sites
at approximately $370,000.00 at the time he sold hi.s interests to Sundial. At the time of the sale
to Sundial he made inquLfies of the ERCB and d•torminod that Sundial could hold w¢11 licenses.
Mr. Maakow was f•t aware that the well licenses had not gone through in the spring of 1988.
By I989 he was aware that Sundial had done work on 0ae well sites. Mr. Mankow testified that
he chocked with the ERCB in March of 1989 and was advised that the well Iicenses should have
been transferred. A ftLrther check reve•alod that the ERCB had received the wrong fee from
Sundial. In response Mr. Mankow sent kn the proper f¢¢. Later the ERCB attempted to return
the fee but Mr. Maakow refused to accept it. Mr. Mankow testified that hc never received
any
formal indication as to why the well license traasfer had not been approved. He subsequently
learned that there was a requirement for a "corporate introduction" before the license could be
transferred. Mr. Mankow also learned that there was a subsequent transfer by Sundial. to 3]3
Enter'prises which was not a registered corporation. This appar•tly was one of the r•asons that
the well license transfer from Sarg to Sundial was refuse.

(Bankeno).

[ 19]
The

limited,

Mr. Mankow

prop•ies

were

was aware

that any traasfor of license had to have the consent of the ERCB.

sold to Sundial for

$30,000.00, inol•ive

of ai1

equipment

on

site.
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[20]

Mr. Mankow testified that a transfer of this type, in his experience, normally took two to
three months to clear through the ERCB. It was clear at the time of the Appeal that Mr. Mankow
knew that he was •.II listed on the records of the EUB as the licensee for the various sites.

[2 I] Eugene Harrison, the Inspector in this case, testified that he is employed with the
Government of Alberta in the Land R•lamation Division of Environmental Protection. Mr.
Harrison was the Inspector who issued the 16 Environment,zl Protection Orders. Mr. Harrison
teat/fled that his department's involvement with well sites occurs at a time when the site• are
abandoned, His department oversees the surface reclamation which is required for each of those
sites. Mr, Harrison described that in 1989 his departs.cut became involved after receiving
complaints from land owners in the area. Upon. examination it appeared that the sites were not
active. Inquiries were made of the EP,.CB as to the ov•.e•ship of the well sites and Sarg was
identified as the operator or ficensee listed with the ERCB. Environm.ental Protection would
have deferred to the ERCB, at that point in time, since surface reclamation was not an issue at
that time. It would appear that the nature of the initial complaints from area farmers related more
to the issue of rental payments and lease payments. By 1991 the EUB was in the process of
issuing orders to Sarg to abandon the wells, and this then prompted Mr. Harrison's department to
become involved. By 1993 it was obvious that the wells were being decommissioned and this
then. prov0pted Mr. Harrison's department to inspect the sites for environmental concerns. It was
obvious that the sites would not meet environmental standards. Mr. Harrison testified that in his
discussions with Mr. Mankow, Mr. Mankow elaborated on the fact that he should not be seen as
the license holder, because of the sale to Sundial. Although Mr. Harrison was aware of Mr.
biartkow's allegations that other operators had undertaken activities on the site pursuant to the
Agreement with Sundial, Mr. Harrison, as was Ms department's policy, relied on the EUB
records to determine who should be held accountable for reclamation of the land. Those records
showed Sarg and Mr. Mankow as the registered well licensees. Also called to testify was David
Lloyd, another employee of the Environmental Protection Department, who testified that his
department relies on the records •om the EUB in order to determine responsibility for
environmentat cleanup. Mr. Lloyd testified as to the Orphan Well Program which was
implemented in 1992 and he rel.ated that as a result of discussions with the industry it was
determined that the licensed operator should bear the responsibiIity for environmental cleanup.
This witness confmned that these 16 EPO's were the first set of EPO's that were issued under
the new Orphan Well Program. He confumed that, while others may be looked to for some
responsibility for well site cleanups, the department•tl decision was to focus on those parties or
individuals who were defined as the ficense holders by the EUB. It is clear that Mr. Harrison
made • inquiries nor demands of Sundial or it's principles, in relation to the reclamation of
these well sites. Mr. Harrison confirmed that they were aware that Sundial was the pray who
last owned the petroleum and natural gas rights in relation to these well sims. Despite this
knowledge Sundial. was never targeted as a potential party in terms of the reclamation actions.
Mr. Harrison conceded that he did not take into consideration the fact that degradation resulting
from the flare pits and the salt water pits had been caused entirely by operators who were
predecessors of Sarg. While Mr. Mankow was included personally in the Environmental.
Protection Orders, because of the potent/a1 weakness of Sarg's financial position, no thought was
given to including Sundial or it's principle in the reclamation proceedings. This witness

conceded that they might look farther back in the chain of ownership if there appeared to be a
deliberate attempt to avoid financlal responsibility for the enviromcntal cleanup, specifically it"
they were aware of a bankrupt operator attomptiag to hand offhis interests. In essence this
witness' position was that they would seek redress only from the licensed party, as shown on the
EUB records and any issues that would arise between vendor and purchaser would be sorted out
between those parties in other forms of legal action.

[22] It is clear from the evidence given by both Mr. Havdson and Mr. Lloyd that although the
definition of operator means any person who c•ries on or has carried on an activity on or in
respect of specified land the position adopted by their department was that they would deal ordy
with the licensed individu• unless that person was merely a shell or was in bankruptcy. Their
view was that this was the recognized practice of the industry and that to do otherwise would
disrupt industry practice throughout the province. It would effectively disrupt enforcement
procedures. Elaborating upon his evidence Mr. Harrison testified that the commonscnse
approach to environmental enforcement is that there's only one person who has the legal right to
be on a particular piece of land and it is therefore only that person who has the responsibility with
respect to those well sites.
[23] Also, called was Mr. David Sandmeyer. Mr. Sandmeyer has been invol.ved with the
Orphan Well Committee since its inception. He is a representative of the Carmdian Association
of Petroleum Producers. He expressed the view that the industry practice, with respect to the
responsibility for surface reclamation, is that the licensee was the responsible party. This
appro•h was accepted during the discussions in relation to the Orphan Well Program. The
re.•son for this approach is that the licensee is the person who has the regulatory responsibility for
compliance with all regulations of the Conservation Board and the licensee is the only person
who has the legal right to enter onto the well site and conduct work at that location. He
elaborated by testifying that commercial, chaos would result if someone other than the •rrent
licensee was held responsible. He expressed the view, fi•om the industryperspvctive, that the
consequence of seeking others to be held responsible would do nothing other than result in a

sczies of lawsuks to establish who was to bear all or a proportion of the responsibility. In his
view this would be a significant problem from the industry's perspective. These witnesses
expressed the view that while Sarg and Mr. Mankow found themselves in a difficult position that
position was re, bed as the result of less than prudent business practices. To allow someone
other than the licensc• to b¢ held responsible for reclamation efforts would disrupt the industry
and would erode what is the stm•hrd industry practice. In essence when Mr. Mankow and Sarg
purchased these sites they took on all of the responsibilities associated with those sites. Although
there was a purported sale, that sale was not effective until such time as the now owners became
licensees. Until that point Sarg and Mr. Mankow remained responsible for all of the properties
that they had acquired and which had been registered in their names. Sarg and Mr. Mankow
could have no position of clarity or certainty until such time as they had satisfied themselves that
the transaction had been. completed to the point where the new purchasers were registered with
the EUB. Also called at the Appeal was John Nichol who, at the relevant time, was employed
with the EUB and was involved in the process that dealt with the granting of well licenses. Mr.
Nichol was familiar with the transfer between Sarg and Sundial, Mr. Nichol testified as to the

delay

which had occurred in the transfer fi'om

Sarg

to

Sundial and indicated that Sundial did in

fact have an operating code and that a transfer application between companies with an opting
code was a fairly routine process, He added however that such a code did not guarantee a

emphasized

transfer, Mr, Nichol
Iicensee of re•ord.

[24]

that it has

always

been the

policy

of the ERCB to

"go

after" the

By Originating Notice

the Applicants s•ekjudicial review of the report and
recommendations of the EAB and the Order of the Minister of Environmental Protection.

Specifically

the

Applicants

An Order
December

seek:

setting

aside the report and recoffmaendations of the EAB dated

5, 1996;

An Order setting aside the Order of the Minister of Environmental
Protection dated December 16, 1996.
The

Applicants

argue:
The Environmental Appeal Board committed a jurisdictional error
fettering its discretion through the adoption of an inflexible znd

unauthorized

by

policy;

The Environmental Appeal Board committed errors of jurisdiction by
unreasonable findings of fact and law with respect to matters
outside the scope of its expertise;

making

Appeal Board committed an
the unauthorized retroactive application
Statute and Regulations;
The Environmental

through

error of jurisdiction
ofprovisiom of the

The Environmental Appeal Board committed breaches of the rules of
Natural 1ustiee, including seeking and obtaining consultation and advise
from other membors of the standing multi-member board and/or legal
counsel without

allowing

the

applicant

an

opportunity

to

respond,

disregarding Appfi.eants' counsel's requests to broaden the scope of the
inquiry $o as to Lnelude additional parties, witnesses and information,
some

of which evidenoe has

Applicants.

•bsequently

been made available to the

The nature and structure of the Environmental Appeal board, its
proceedings and its Report and Recommendations give rise to a reasonable
apprehension of bias, having particular regard in this ease to its

relationship with and deference to
standing multi-member board, the

the

EUB,

the nature and structure of the

fact that the Board is

empowered only

Pa•e:
to

make

a

employer).

8

report and recommendations

to

the Minister

(who

is its

The Report and P,.eeornmendatiom and Order are patentty unreasonable
because the envirortroental appeal Board and the Minister failed to take
into account relevant considerations and improperly took into accoun•
extraneous considerations not authorized by Statute,

alternative, the Environmental Appeal Board eomrrtitted an eaxor of
jurisdiction with respect to a preliminary or collateral fact in that the s•tus
of Sarg Oils Ltd. a• lieermee of record is currently the subject of litigation
In the

and not deternainate.
Tb.e Appellants wanted records from the ERCB to document i•s dealings with Sundial and
to document the history of these 16 well sites, particularly the use of the salt water pits and
documentation in relation to environmental iucidents at the well sites. The Applicants also
wanted Sundial and its principle Gordon Mitchell to be parties to the hearing. The EAB did not
accede to the request to obtain the documents sought from the ERCB. The Applicants point to
information obtained subsequent to the November 5 and 6, 1996, hearings before the EAB which
relate to Notices of Su•ension in relation to at least five of the wells which show Sundial as the
"operator". The Applicants rely on the core reasoning of lustier Lutz in relation to the
abandortrrtent costs, wherein he found that the process by which Sarg was leR as licensee of
record was unfair.

[25]

[26] In rendering its decision the EAB traced the history of the
referred to the fa•t that the ERCB had not, previously, conducted
request to Wamfer well licenses to another party.

[27]

The EAB identified the issues

previous he•ing and appeal.
a hearing concerning Sarg's

as:

Sarg and Maakow operators under section 119 of the Act when the
EPOs for the sixteen properties were issued in 19947
Were

If Sarg and Mankow were operators did the Inspector use reasonable
judgment in deciding to issue the EPOs to them jointly? Wa• the
Inspector correct and reasonable in not naming previous operatot• in

the

EPOs?
Should the Board, in reachi.ug a decision, place any weight on the failure
affect a transfer of the well licenses from Sarg to Sundial when the
properties were sold to the latter?
to

[28]
was

The EAB summarized Mr. Mankow's evidence and it is clear from that summary that it
aware of the sale to Sundial, of Mr. Mankow's limited involvement in these various well

It
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sites, of the difficulties encountered in transfet'r•ng the licenses

position

that the costs of reclamation should be

spread

anaong

Sundial, and of Mr. Mankow's
previous license holders.
to

[29] The EAB reviewed the evidence of Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Harrison and made reference to
the fact that Mr. Marrow h•td told Mr. Harrison that he did not feel responsible for the
reclamation since he no longer owned the properties. The EAB considered the evidence of Mr.
Harrison and his view that despite Sarg's limited use of these well sites both Mr. Mankow and
Sarg qualified as operators under Section 119 of the Act. The EAB also considered the evidence
of Mr. Lloyd wherein he testified that Alberta Environmental Protection relies on the records of
the EUB and this practice accords with industry views. "l•ae KAB noted that Mr. Lloyd's
evidence disclosed that these EPOs were the first issued under the new Act and the Sarg case had
triggered the policy of holding the last licensee of record respons•le for reclamation. Also
referred to was the evidence of Mr. Sandmeyer which indicated that the licensee on record is the
party to look to for abandonment and reclamation costs.
[30] The EAB summarized the arguments of the parties. It reviewed the definition of
"operator", it consi.dered the history of the weIls before Sarg came on the scene, it considered
industry standards, it considered whether there were extenuating circumstances as they related

the transfer of the wells and it considered the purpose of the relevant statutes under which the
15POs were issued.

to

[31]

The EAB considered the potential oppressiveness of naming both Sarg and Mr. Mankow
as operators and concluded that given the broad definition of operator the decision of the
Director, in issuing the EPOs, was not contrary to law.

[32]

A review of the evidence and the

reasons

given by the Board demonstrate that it was alive

issues raised by Sarg and Mr, Mankow and was, to some degree, sympathetic to the plight
of both. However the Board. was guided by its understanding of the evidence and its application
to the

of what it felt to be the

applicable

law.

[33] In essence the Applicants complain of procedural unfairness in relation to the hearing
before the EAB and to an unfair ¢xeI'ej.se of the discretion bythe EAB, the result of which saw
Sarg and Mr. Martkow bear the full brunt of a reclamation process wbJeh will undoubtedly cost
many hundreds o£thousands of dollars.
[34] Counsel have devoted much time and effort to arguing what is the proper standard of
review to be applied in this ease. In my view the standard is one of patent unreasonableness,
The EAB deals with a complicated and expansive industry which is regulated in order to ensure
economic and environmental stability. The degree of expertise needed and exercised is beyond
dispute and the decisions of the EAB need to be accorded great deference.
[35]

The central focus of the Applicant's position is that the ERCB's determination that
remain licensees of record was both flawed and unfair. The position of the Respondents is

they
that,

given,

the deference which should be accorded to the
equate to unreasonableness or irrationality.

EAB, it's decision

can

be unfair but that

does not

[36] The Applicants' arguments culminate in reference to the decision of Justice Lutz in the
Trial relating to the abandonment costs. They scck to bolster their position by reference to
Justice Lutz fmdings of unfairness in relation to the manner in which the Applicants remained on
record as the licensees. They also argue that they were unable to properly explore various
avenues of potential evidence before the EAB.

Respondents counter by arguing that this position is as invalid now as it was at the
argued
before Justice Lute. They say that any such argttment should have been
was
before
the
addressed
EAB. Indeed, they argue, this position was in fact put to the EAB who
considered the issue and declined to give any relief.
[37]

The

time it

[38]

A review of the materials filed establishes that the Applicants did everything in their
to
power divest themselves of all interests in these well sites. They had every expectation, that

approval would be granted in the usual course of the I•P,.CB's business. The Applicants appear to
have been kept in the dark about any impediments to their proposed transfer of interests. All
parties agree that the licensee of record must bear the responsibility for reclamation of the well
sites and thi.s flows from the fact that the licensee is on record and is, in fact, the only person who
is entitled to enter upon these sites and conduct work ther•n. This fact was confirmed in
evidence before the Board by Mr. Hau'ison and Mr. Sandmeyer. Yet the facts before Board
clearly established that Mr. Mankow believed that he had sold his interests and acted iv.
accordance with that belief to the extent that he refrained fi:om any involvcrnent with the sites,
believing he had no capacity to crier onto the land.
[39]

The sad result in this case is a situation in which a sale was entered into with a rational
was in order, in an mvi•onment where that belief was in accordance with industry
practice, The consequence of acting on that belief was the constructive pillaging of property,
over which supervision and control had been relinquished. Flowing from that same belief was an
adrrd.nistmtiv¢ mandate that, for the sake of efficiency, a penalty of hundreds of thousands of
dollars was due and payable.

belief that all

[40]

One is left with a sense ofbcwildcrment as to how the EAB's decision can accord with
any sense of equity. While the Applicants, before the •.AB, had legal representation, it is clear
that there was a lack of comfort and confidence displayed by cotmseI acting on behalf of the
Applicants. This is not to suggest any lack of qualifications on the pm-t of co,eel, it is merely a
recognition, of the specialized manner of appeals before the •.AB. While counsel for
Applicants did request certain information and did compel the production of a witaess, it is clear
that tbe efforts of counsel were not particularly expansive, given the realraints under which she
was working. Not the least of those restraints was a lack ofback•ound information within the
possession of the ]•RCB, It is a convenient artifice to point to the fact of counsel's presence as
being a full answer to the issue of whether the Applicants had a fulI opportunity to •plore all
relevant issues. The weakness in that position is a situation such as the one presented in this

Page:
are a number of unexplored issues which call for explanations. Only a
would ttm3. a blind eye to the fact that information came forth, before Jtmfice Lutz which
may be relevant to the Applicants' case. This approach defies logic. The proper forum for that
information is the EAB. Had the concerto, which are now more clearly defined by the
Applicants, been the •bject of investigation before the EAB, it may have influenced the Board's
de•ision, In any event the Applicants would have had the satisfaction of having their case
de•ided on. the basis of all relevant facts as explored by informed counsel,

case,

wherein, there

sophist

The unique factors surrounding the Applicants' case called for a more complete
examination of the ERCB's conduct and failure to do so went to the very heart of the EAB's
decision.. Expertise is not defined as applying a myopic view to issue.. Expertise has a• it's root
an adaptive exploration of all reIcvant c•umstan.ces.

[41 ]

[42] The Board, in my view, breached the talcs ofnatm'al justice by failing to make adequate
inquiries in relation to the Applicants' de•ig-nation as licensees, in cir•ttrnstances were there wa•
clearly an issue to be inve.•tigated having zegard to the potential consequences,
Accordingly

the report arm recommendations of the EAB dated December 5, 1996, and
the
the Order of
Minister of Environmental Protection dated De, ember 16, 1996 are set aside.
The matter is referred back to the EAB for a now hearing.

[43]

Heard

on

Dated at

day of October, 2004.
L•thbridge, Alberta this 18 t• day of•luly, 2005.
th• 25

•

Langston
J.C.Q.B.A.
&H.
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